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4. Mad Minute suppressors may support more
MAINTENANCE
aggressive
firing sequences than those
typical
of
paired
weapons
1. 1200 rounds
without. Therefore,
cleaning
operators should always refer to firearm
2. If above operational
or maintenance
manufacturer’s
recommended
limitations.

ARMA PRO VITA

MAINTENANCE LIMITATIONS

FIELD
INSTRUCTIONS
SUPPRESSORS
TEMPEST II SERIES
FIELD INSTRUCTIONS
.30 CAL
TEMPEST 5P

2. Do not exceed operational or maintenance
limits without full inspection by the armorer
or Mad Minute.
1. Do not exceed 630 rounds without cleaning.
limits are exceeded without full
inspection by the armorer or
Mad Minute

for inspection at next opportunity

— WEAPON FOR LIFE —

3. Aggressive
firing sequences
that in
3. Aggressive
firing sequences
that result
result
in bright red glow
mid- glow
red glow
mid-suppressor.
If orange
suppressor.
If orange/yellow
is reached,
terminate
firing immediately.
Allow toglow
cool isuntil
the
suppressor
reached, terminate has
firing
returned
to its natural
colortobefore
immediately.
Allow
cool before
resuming
fire andfire
return
to armorer
for
resuming
and return
to armorer
inspection at next opportunity.
2. 5 x 30 round magazines of full-auto
fire without
coolingoffor
at leastfire
2. 5 x 30 round
magazines
full-auto
5
mins
without cooling.

without cooling.

auto fire with intermittent 10-15
round bursts
without
cooling for at
1. 21 x 30 round
magazines
of semi-auto
fire
with intermittent
10-15 round bursts
least 3 mins
1. 21 x 30 round magazines
of semiOPERATIONAL
LIMITATIONS
OPERATIONAL

CAUTIONS - WARNINGS
CAUTIONS - WARNINGS

DO NOT EXCEED OPERATIONAL
OR MAINTENANCE LIMITATIONS
1. Material damage and bodily injury
could occur if instructions, cautions
areOperational
not observed
1.and
Do warnings
not exceed
or
properly.
Maintenance Limitations

2.
Treat
your
suppressor
as
an
extension
2.
Material
damage
and
bodily
injury
of your firearminstructions,
observing all
related
could
occur
if
cautions
instructions,
and warnings.
and warningscautions
are not observed

FIELD KIT & INSTRUCTIONS

3. Ensure
properly
your firearm is in a cleared and
safe condition before installing or
3. Treat your suppressor as an
removing the suppressor.
extension of your firearm observing

4. The
hider
must be tightened
all flash
related
instructions,
cautions to
the
using 20-30 FT-# of torque
andbarrel
warnings
using a standard wrench* - use of
4.spacers
Ensure your
firearm
is in Minute,
a safe or the
supplied
by Mad
equivalent,
are required
for or
proper
condition before
installing
seating
- there
should be no gap
removing
the suppressor
between the shoulder of the flash hider
5.and
Thethe
flash-hider
bebarrel
tightened
shouldermust
on the
with
spacers
installed
and
flashand
hider fully
to the barrel
to the
torque
tightened.
Do not use
crush/cut
manner specified
by the
firearm
washers
as they
not support
manufacturer
ordo
maximum
alignment requirements.
force using a standard wrench –

clockwise
turn must
to tighten
5. The
suppressor
be
hand-tightened to the flash hider
6.(counter-clockwise
The suppressor must
be to
handturn
attach)
tightened
thetorque
flash-hider
using
only to
light
to ensure
(counter-clockwise
turnhand.
to attach)
removal
is possible by
use only light torque to ensure

6. Use only ammo consistent with the
removal is possible by hand
firearm manufacturer’s instructions.
7. Use only ammo consistent with the

7. Use only ammo consistent with the
firearmrating
manufacturer’s
caliber
marked oninstructions
the
8.suppressor.
Use only ammo consistent with
8. Use
theonly
caliber
rating marked
onammo.
the
standard
pressure

suppressor
9. Suppressors
get
hot
quickly
– do not
until
cool orpressure
without sufficient
9.handle
Use only
standard
ammo
heat protection.

10. Carbon and copper will build up on

10. Carbon and copper will build up on the
internal surfaces of the suppressor and
threads, especially under extreme firing
sequences – over prolonged use, these
deposits may create a degradation in
suppressor performance – to avoid long-term
build-up, the suppressor should be cleaned at
suppressor, especially under extreme
regular
intervals (see maintenance
firing sequences – over prolonged
instructions)

4. Use Pre-Op inspection, assembly,
disassembly, and cleaning instructions.
3. Use
only
tools
and solutions
approved
3. Use only
tools
and
solutions
approved
by
and
supplied
by
Mad
Minute
or
approved
the armorer. Firearms cleaning solutions that
remove by
both
and copper build up are
thecarbon
armorer
recommended. These solutions may be used
with a sonic cleaner if available for
maximum effect.
clockwise turn off

_ Suppressor
- Suppressor
to flash-hider
is
to flash-hider
is
counter-clockwise turn on counter-clockwise
turn on clockwise
turn off.
_ Flash-hider to barrel is clockwise
- Flash-hider
to barrel is clockwise
turn on -turn
counter-clockwise
turn off
on - counter-clockwise
turn off

2. Pay close attention to threading
directions
2. Pay close
attention to threading directions

maintenance doctrine.

1. Perform maintenance on the suppressor
if authorized
commander
1. Performonly
maintenance
onby
theyour
suppressor
and
supported
by
operational
and
only if authorized by your commander
and
supported
by operational
and
maintenance
doctrine

MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE

OPERATIONAL
&OPERATIONAL
MAINTENANCE
& MAINTENANCE
LIMITATIONS
LIMITATIONS

PARTS
REFERENCE

use, these deposits may create

11. When first using the suppressor it may smoke
a dedgradation in suppressor
slightly. This is normal as machining fluid is
performance
– to
avoid
heated.
Smoking
will
stoplong-term
within 30-60 rounds.
build-up, the suppressor should be

12. Remove the suppressor
from (see
the firearm prior
cleaned
at
regular
intervals
to performing
maintenance on the
maintenanceany
instructions)
suppressor - before removal ensure your
firearm
is in a cleared
and safe
11.
Suppressors
get hot quickly
– docondition.
not
handle until cool or without sufficient

13. Firearm discharge may result in
heat protection
accumulation
of toxic material in the
suppressor – do not perform maintenance on
12.
Remove
the
suppressor
from
the
firearm
theprior
suppressor
without
protection
to performing
anyproper
maintenance
on and
ventilation.
the suppressor

14. The condition of the suppressor and flash hider
13. Firearm discharge may result in
should be examined regularly. Prior to
accumulation
of toxic material
in should
suppressor
installation,
the operator
the suppressor
– do not
conduct
a quick check
ofperform
flash hider prongs,
chamfer,
and threading
and suppressor
maintenance
on the suppressor
without
chamfer,
andventilation
bore. A more thorough
proper threading,
protection and
check during maintenance intervals should be
14. The condition of the suppressor
conducted
by
the
armorer.
Any
material
and flash hider
should
be examined
degradation
should
be noted
and reported to
the armorer. Minor localized internal wear is
regularly
–
any
material
degradation
normal
with
extreme
sequences
should
be noted
andfiring
reported
to the and will
not affect suppressor performance or
armorer – if any significant damage is
safety.
If
any
significant
damage
is
observed,
theshould
suppressor
should be
theobserved,
suppressor
be returned
to the
returned
to the
armorer or Mad Minute
armorer
or Mad
Minute.
If the flash hider or suppressor, when
15.15.
If the
flash
hider
or
suppressor
has
mounted,
has impacted
a hard surface,
impacted
a hard
surface, check
for any
bending or misalignment prior to firing – if
check
for
any
bending
or
misalignment
damage
occurred,
do not
the weapon
prior tohas
firing
– if damage
hasfire
occured
until
the damaged flash hider or suppressor
do not fire the weapon until the
is replaced.
damaged flash hider or suppressor has

MAD MINUTE SUPPRESSORS MAY SUPPORT MORE AGGRESSIVE FIRING
SEQUENCES
THAN THOSE OF PAIRED WEAPONS .
been
replaced
the internal surfaces of the
THEREFORE, OPERATORS SHOULD ALWAYS REFER TO FIREARM MANUFACTURER’S RECOMMENDED LIMITATIONS.

*

P1. Flash Hider with Thread Protector

P2. CANISTER

P1. TACTICAL FLASH HIDER
P2. Canister

DO NOT EXCEED WEAPON OR BARREL MANUFACTURER’S RECOMMENDED LIMITATIONS

PRE-OP INSPECTIONS
AND ASSEMBLY

1. If the Mad Minute Flash Hider is replacing another
manufacturer’s muzzle device, refer to that
manufacturer’s instructions for removal of that
muzzle device.

CLEANING
SUPPRESSOR
1. Use a container or sonic cleaner that will allow for full
submersion of all suppressors being cleaned preferably in a vertical position face down.

2. The condition of the suppressor and flash hider

FIELD INSTRUCTIONS

should be examined regularly. The operator should
conduct a quick check prior to suppressor
installation of flash hider prongs, chamfer, and
threading and suppressor chamfer, threading, and
bore. A more thorough check during maintenance
intervals should be conducted by the armorer. Any
material degradation should be noted and reported
to the armorer. If any significant damage is
observed, the suppressor should be returned to the
armorer or Mad Minute.

3. If the flash hider or suppressor has impacted a hard
surface, check for any bending or misalignment
prior to firing - if damage has occurred, do not fire
the weapon until the damaged flash hider or
suppressor has been replaced.

4. Ensure the flash hider is tightened to the weapon

(clockwise turn) with 20-30ft-# of torque using a
standard wrench.* There should be no gap between
flash hider shoulder and barrel shoulder. Use of
spacers (supplied by Mad Minute - see figures 4,5
and 6) are required to ensure proper seating.
Spacers should be cleaned every time the flash
hider is attached, reattached or adjusted. Do not use
crush/cut washers as they typically do not support
concentric seating required for POI shift limits.

5. Ensure suppressor and flash hider threading and

2. Mix cleaning solution with water to 2 times the strength

recommended by the solvent manufacturer (Example
- If the manufacturer recommends 1 part solvent to 40
parts water then you should use 2 parts solvent to 40
parts water) - this will accelerate the break down of the
copper and carbon internal to the suppressor and will
not harm the suppressor. Mad Minute uses Hornady®
One Shot® Sonic Clean™ Gun Parts Formula Cleaner
Solution.

3. Place the suppressors in the container such that the
suppressors are completely submerged. Seal the
container and shake gently to allow air bubbles to
escape the suppressors.

4. Remove suppressors after 24-48 hours and drain.
Use of sonic cleaners with cleaning solutions will
accelerate cleaning. Mad Minute uses Lyman®
Sonic Cleaners.

5. Remove residual copper/carbon build up from
threading, chamfer and bore using standard
weapon cleaning tools.

6. At earliest convenience, re-attach to weapon and

fire 5 rounds to clear the suppressor. Remove the
suppressor and inspect for damage or excessive wear.

chamfers are clear and clean before installation.
While rare, if a POI shift of more than 1MOA is
observed, loosen suppressor, and then clean
chamfers, threading, spacers, barrel shoulder and
crown, then re-tighten.

FLASH HIDER AND MUZZLE

DISASSEMBLY
1. Ensure weapon is in a cleared and safe condition.
2. If suppressor is hot, allow to cool to ease

removal. Turn the suppressor clockwise to remove
from flash hider – significant force may be required
after extreme firing sequences.

1.

2. If flash hider is removed for cleaning, remove carbon

3. If the suppressor is not removable by hand, return to
the armorer for removal. The armorer may remove
the flash hider (and suppressor together) using an
13/16 open-end wrench. The flash hider and
suppressor may be separated by securing the flats
on the flash hider in a table vice and using a belt
wench (if not removable by hand) to loosen the
suppressor (clockwise to loosen.)

1

Using standard cleaning tools, remove residual carbon
and copper from threads, chamfer, prongs, and bore.

2

and copper from threads, crown, shoulder of barrel
muzzle and spacers.

* DO NOT EXCEED WEAPON OR BARREL

MANUFACTURER’S RECOMMENDED LIMITATIONS

3

5

4

USE ONLY A SUPPRESSOR MARKED “.30
REMOVE OLD
MAD MINUTE
OLD MUZZLE
CAL” ON THE FACE TO ENSURE PROPER
MUZZLE DEVICE
THREADED SPACER
DEVICE
AND SAFE OPERATION
REMOVE ALL CARBON FROM THREADS, CROWN AND SHOULDER
PRIOR TO INSTALLING SPACER AND FLASH HIDER
6

TIGHTEN SPACER 20-30 FT-#
TORQUE USING A 13/16” WRENCH *

10

THREAD PROTECTOR
REMOVED

8

7

TIGHTEN FLASH HIDER
20-30 FT-# TORQUE
USING A 13/16” WRENCH *

INSTALL MM
FLASH HIDER

11

INSTALL MM .30 CAL
SUPPRESSOR COUNTER-CLOCKWISE TURN

12

HAND TIGHTEN UNTIL
SUPPRESSOR IS FIRMLY SEATED

PLEASE SEE MADMINUTE.COM FOR VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS

15

INSTALL MM THREADED
SPACER

9

REMOVE THREAD
PROTECTOR IF INSTALLING
A MM SUPPRESSOR
13

SUPPRESSOR INSTALLED
- READY TO FIRE

INSPECTION GUIDE

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

14

STRAIGHT PRONGS
AND GOOD THREADS

DAMAGED THREADS

16A

16B

BENT PRONGS

(REPLACE FLASH HIDER
BEFORE FIRING)

BENT PRONGS

(REPLACE FLASH HIDER
BEFORE FIRING)

17

18

SUPPRESSOR THREADS
AND CHAMFER WITH
CARBON

CLEAN THREADS
AND CHAMFER

